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A Comparison of Forgetting for Conscious and Automatic Memory
Processes in Word Fragment Completion Tasks

Dawn M. McBride, Barbara Anne Dosher, and Nicole M. Gage
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Differential forgetting rates have been used as one argument for separable memory systems for implicit and ex-
plicit memory. In a previous study (McBride & Dosher, 1997), however, stem completion performance showed
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similar forgetting rates for both implicit and explicit instructions. The current study evaluated forgetting fo
plicit and explicit word-fragment completion. In Experiment 1, forgetting rates were compared for implici
explicit task performance. Forgetting rates did not differ significantly between the two tasks. In Experim
conscious and automatic memory estimates derived from multinomial models for process dissociation we
pared. Forgetting rates for conscious and automatic memory processes did not differ significantly when es
by a Jacoby equation-based model or by a guessing-elaborated model. Results indicate that forgetting i
for conscious and automatic memory processes when measured with a fragment completion task for dela
45 min. © 2001 Academic Press
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has been to discover and explain differen
found between implicit and explicit task pe
formance (see Roediger & McDermott, 199
for a review). Explicit tasks require conscio
recollection on the part of the subject. Typi
examples of such tasks are free recall, cued
call, and recognition. Implicit memory tasks,
the other hand, involve memories of pr
episodes that are accessed unconsciously o
tomatically. Some common implicit tasks i
clude word-stem and word-fragment comp
tion, where subjects are instructed to comp
an item (stem or fragment) with the first wo
that comes to mind. Task performance for st
ied items is compared with an unstudied con
tion to determine the influence of memory 
task performance. Alternatively, process dis
ciation methods (Jacoby, 1991) may be use
estimate automatic and conscious contributi
to memory performance. The current study 
vestigates the properties of forgetting with fra
ment completion tasks over retention interv
from 1 to 45 min in order to assess claims
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and explicit memory.

Performance Dissociations

Research comparing implicit and expli
memory has shown numerous dissociations
tween performance on the two types of tas
For example, a levels of processing effect is t
ically found for explicit tasks, but not for im
plicit tasks (e.g., Roediger, Weldon, Stadler,
Riegler, 1992). In addition, Craik, Moscovitc
and McDowd (1994) found differences in pe
formance for implicit and explicit memory tas
based on study modality (visual or auditor
Changing modality from study to test affect
implicit performance but did not affect explic
performance. Even more compelling are co
parisons between amnesic and normal subje
Researchers (Jacoby & Witherspoon, 19
Warrington & Weiskrantz, 1970, 1974) ha
found that although amnesics show dec
mented performance for explicit tasks, their p
formance on implicit tasks is equivalent in mo
cases to that of normal subjects. These res
have been taken to indicate that while br
areas involved in conscious recollection may
damaged, brain areas involved in unconsci
(or automatic) memory have been spared
these subjects.
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Memory Systems View

Based on results from studies with both n
mal and amnesic subjects, Schacter (19
1992; Schacter & Tulving, 1994) and othe
(Squire, 1994, 1995; Squire & Knowlton, 199
Squire, Knowlton, & Musen, 1993; Tulving &
Schacter, 1990; Tulving, Schacter, & Sta
1982) claim dissociations of implicit and e
plicit tasks can be interpreted as evidence
separable memory systems for implicit and 
plicit memory. Squire and his colleagu
(Squire, 1994, 1995; Squire & Knowlton, 199
Squire et al., 1993) have labeled these syst
as nondeclarative priming and declarative f
memory, respectively. The criteria for disti
guishing a separate system, however, are un
debate (see Weldon, 1999, for a summary
views). Dosher and Rosedale (1991), Na
(1994), and Schacter and Tulving (1994) ind
pendently propose criteria for a separable me
ory system. One criterion common to the th
proposals is that of differing rates of forgettin
Producing evidence of substantially differe
forgetting rates, then, is an agreed-upon met
of supporting a memory systems view.

Review of Forgetting Results

Differing forgetting rates have been claimed 
performance on implicit and explicit tasks. In p
ticular, Schacter (1987) has stated that word-s
completion performance declines more rapi
than explicit task performance (usually recog
tion), while performance on word-fragment com
pletion tasks declines more slowly over tim
Schacter’s claim for fragment completion tas
was based on studies that compared perform
on explicit tasks with performance on fragme
completion tasks for various delays. For exam
Tulving et al. (1982) compared fragment comp
tion performance with performance on a recog
tion test for delays of 1 h and of 7 days. It w
found that recognition performance declined c
siderably between test delays, while fragm
completion performance remained relatively u
changed. These results were taken as evidenc
a slower decay rate for fragment completion
compared to recognition. However, with regard
Schacter’s claim about performance on stem c
pletion tasks, McBride and Dosher (1997) 
ported similar forgetting for implicit and explic
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stem completion tasks. Word stem complet
performance was measured under both instruc
types in several experiments. The form of forg
ting function and the rate of forgetting were bo
essentially equivalent. Performance for both ta
(implicit and explicit) was found to decline ra
idly between 1 and 15 min, but very slowly b
tween 15 and 90 min. These results were s
ported by a second set of experiments measu
conscious and automatic memory processes
process dissociation paradigm (McBride 
Dosher, 1999). These studies indicate that, c
trary to Schacter’s (1987) claim of a quicker d
cline for implicit stem completion performanc
implicit and explicit memory decline at a simil
rate in word stem completion tasks. Further, th
studies were an improvement over previous s
ies examining stem completion due to the me
urement of performance at many retention in
vals and a more comparable explicit compari
task (word-stem cued recall). However, t
McBride and Dosher (1997, 1999) results do 
speak to Schacter’s second claim that imp
fragment completion performance declines m
slowly than performance on explicit tasks.

A number of recent studies have examined 
getting for fragment completion tasks (for exa
ple, Craik et al., 1994; Komatsu & Ohta, 198
Olofsson, 1995; Roediger & Blaxton, 198
Roediger et al., 1992; Sloman, Hayman, Oh
Law, & Tulving, 1988; Squire, Shimamura,
Graf, 1987; Tulving et al., 1982). A graphic
summary of these results appears in Fig. 1. Un
tunately, a precise measurement of forgetting
implicit and explicit tasks was not the goal 
most of these studies, and performance was m
ured for relatively few retention intervals (see S
man et al., 1988, for an exception). In additi
performance on the implicit fragment completi
test was often compared with performance o
recognition task. The Komatsu and Ohta (198
Sloman et al. (1988), Squire et al. (1987), and T
ving et al. (1982) studies make such a comp
son. Recognition differs in the type of respon
required and the range of possible performanc
comparison of fragment completion and recog
tion is complicated by both of these factors. Fr
ment completion performance ranges from ba
line values (which depend on the difficulty of t
fragments and the number of solutions poss
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for each fragment) to 100%. Reported base
values for the experiments listed above ran
from 2 to 31.6%. Recognition performance,
the other hand, usually ranges from 50 to 100%
smaller range of values than that available 
fragment completion. More importantly, fragme
completion requires processes that involve 
production of a word response based on le
cues, while recognition tasks require a judgm
of “old” or “new” for given items. This most
likely results in a large difference in retriev
processes for the two tasks. Therefore, reco
tion may not be the most consistent explicit ta
with which to compare implicit fragment comple
tion performance. The current study follows t
guideline of varying only the instructions, whi
equating the stimulus and response format. T
procedure satisfies the retrieval intentionality c
terion proposed by Schacter, Bowers, and Boo
(1989) for valid comparisons of implicit and e
plicit task performance.

Additionally, the results shown in Fig. 1 a
based on experiments where performance
measured for relatively few retention interva
In order to accurately measure the rate of forg
ting, a larger number of data points are requi
to measure the forgetting function. As is clear
Fig. 1, most studies measured performance 
at about 30 min after study and then not ag
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until days had passed. Although performance
consistent and did not appear to decline much
this range, it is unknown what levels of perform
ance exist outside of this range.

One notable exception is the study conduct
by Sloman et al. (1988). They measured perfor
ance on a fragment completion task for very sh
test delays (less than 5 min) and showed a v
rapid decline in performance between 1 min a
about 15 min (Sloman et al.’s data are displayed
Fig. 1). For delays longer than 15 min, perform
ance declined very slowly. McBride and Dosh
(1997) reported similar results for stem compl
tion tasks. Performance for implicit and explic
tasks was found to decline rapidly between 1 a
15 min, but very slowly between 15 and 90 mi
Therefore, implicit memory as measured by 
fragment completion task may show rates of fo
getting similar to explicit memory, but in a rang
of delays that have yet to be thoroughly tested.

The Current Study

The current study was designed to systema
cally measure forgetting with implicit and ex
plicit fragment completion tasks. Although som
studies have shown similar performance for fra
ment and stem completion tasks using manipu
tions such as study modality (Rajaram & Roed
ger, 1993) and level of processing (Roediger 
FIG. 1. Summary graph of percent priming data from experiments reporting forgetting results for 
fragment completion performance.
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al., 1992), several differences in processing e
for the two task types. Word fragments in pre
ous reports often have only one possible s
tion, while word stems usually have three to 
or more possible solutions. In addition, wo
are often more easily generated to three-le
stems than to fragments. Fragment comple
may be more of a problem-solving task tha
stem completion. Due to these differences,
important to carefully measure forgetting ra
with implicit and explicit fragment completio
tasks, as was done for stem completion ta
(McBride & Dosher, 1997, 1999) to determine
previously claimed differences in forgetting r
do in fact exist for this task. Most importa
however, is the view that differences in forg
ting rate for implicit memory as measured 
fragment completion and explicit memory a
especially strong (Tulving & Schacter, 199
Two experiments were conducted to comp
forgetting rates for conscious and autom
memory processes involved in this task. In 
first experiment, subjects were given a fragm
completion task with either explicit instructio
(complete the fragment with a studied item)
implicit instructions (complete the fragme
with the first word you think of). Forgetting rat
were estimated with power function fits to 
task performance at several study–test de
Subjects studied target items and comple
fragments in a long trial sequence. Trial ty
(study and test) alternated in a random seque
Number of intervening trials between study a
test for each target item determined the reten
interval for that item. This procedure was nec
sary to accurately measure completion perfo
ance for several study–test delays. Forge
functions were fit to the performance data for
lays of approximately 1 to 45 min.

Levels of processing effects. A traditional level
of processing manipulation was used to evalu
the type of processing used in these experime
As stated earlier, many studies have found no
fect of level of processing on implicit task
Roediger et al. (1992) was an example of suc
study. Performance was greater for words a
semantic study than graphemic study on an
plicit fragment test, but equivalent to graphem
study on an implicit fragment test. Challis a
Brodbeck (1992), however, reported that un
ist
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some conditions implicit tasks do show levels
processing effects. They presented a summar
previous literature showing that a small (ofte
nonsignificant) levels of processing effect
seen in most studies using word-fragment co
pletion, word-stem completion, or perceptu
identification. In addition, two studies (Squire
al., 1987; Srinivas & Roediger, 1990) reported
significant levels of processing effect on implic
fragment completion tasks, where seman
study resulted in better performance than gra
hemic study. In experiments investigating con
tions yielding levels of processing effects in im
plicit tasks, Challis and Brodbeck reported th
when experiments are designed with levels
processing instructions given between subje
or within subjects in a blocked format, implic
fragment completion tasks can show significa
levels of processing effects.

Brown and Mitchell (1994) also summarize
38 studies of implicit memory that used a lev
of processing study manipulation. Eight of the
studies measured implicit memory with a wo
fragment completion task. According to Brow
and Mitchell, half of these studies report
some significant levels of processing differen
in priming such that semantic study resulted
more priming than a study task that did not 
quire semantic processing. Their meta-analy
for all tasks indicated that this effect did not d
pend on how the study task was manipula
(within- or between-subjects).

One possible explanation of significant leve
of processing effects for perceptual implicit tas
may be that task performance is contaminated
explicit retrieval. In other words, subjects may
fact be consciously retrieving items from th
study episode when completing the fragmen
despite the implicit instructions to respond w
the first item that comes to mind. Hamann a
Squire (1996) investigated this explanation in
study comparing the performance of amnes
and controls on stem and fragment complet
tasks. In all three experiments, nonamnesic c
trols showed levels of processing effects on 
implicit tasks, but amnesics did not. Since a
nesics are presumably incapable of conscious
trieval, whereas control individuals are capab
Hamann and Squire claimed that these results
dicate explicit contamination on the implic
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tasks, and that this may be an explanation of
results reported by Challis and Brodbeck (199

Toth, Reingold, and Jacoby (1994) pursu
another approach to the investigation of t
issue. They applied Jacoby’s (1991) process
sociation procedure to a stem completion tas
order to estimate conscious and automatic m
ory processes. This procedure allows for 
comparison of the memory processes th
selves, rather than relying for theoretical c
clusions on task performance that may involv
mixture of implicit and explicit processing. Su
jects studied items under semantic or graphe
study instructions and then were given tasks 
allowed the estimation of conscious and au
matic memory processes. Toth et al. reported
following results: Conscious estimates we
higher for semantic than graphemic study,
automatic estimates did not differ for the t
study conditions. The authors concluded t
when “process pure” estimates of memory 
obtained, unconscious or automatic forms
memory show no effect of level of processing

In Experiment 1 of the current study, subje
were presented with target words with sema
or graphemic instructions. Traditional implic
and explicit word fragment completion tas
tested implicit and explicit memory for the ta
get words to compare forgetting rates for 
two memory processes with retention delays
1 to 45 min. Due to the possibility of cros
process contamination on the implicit and 
plicit tasks (Hamann & Squire, 1996), Expe
ment 2 was conducted to evaluate forget
rates for “process pure” conscious and au
matic forms of memory used on the tasks in 
periment 1. Jacoby’s (1991) process disso
tion procedure and multinomial process t
models were used to estimate latent consc
and automatic memory processes in orde
compare forgetting rates.
e
r
-
m
m
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one
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 a
.

EXPERIMENT 1

Experiment 1 compared forgetting rates for 
plicit and implicit memory processes as measu
by explicit and implicit word fragment comple
tion tasks to evaluate the claim that implicit me
ory has a slower rate of decay than explicit me
ory when fragment completion tasks are used.
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Method

Participants. Thirty-nine UC Irvine students
volunteered as participants for Experiment 
Forty-five participants received a brief typin
test; however, data were analyzed only for p
ticipants (N 5 39) with typing speeds of 25
words per minute or greater. Twenty-one su
jects received implicit task instructions and 
received explicit instructions. In addition, 1
separate subjects completed fragments with
a study phase in order to determine base
completion rates to facilitate compilation of th
target item list used in the experiment. All su
jects were native speakers of English.

Materials and design. One hundred and sixt
words were chosen as target words based on
pre-experimental norming. Each word was five
six letters in length and allowed a fragment w
at least three solutions. In this regard, the stim
in the present study differ from some recent st
ies where stimuli included a combination of bo
multiple- and single-solution fragments (e.
Srinivas & Roediger, 1990) or contained on
single-solution fragments (e.g., Tulving et a
1982). (An exception to this is provided in 
study by Olofsson, 1995, who compared su
jects’ performance on single- and multiple-so
tion fragments.) Target completion words we
selected for each fragment so as to reduce
baseline completion rate and hence maximize
possible performance range; the most comm
solution for each fragment during norming w
never chosen as the target item. This target
signment, along with the selection of multiple-s
lution fragments, was intended to provide a be
measure of the effect of priming and to redu
potential explicit contamination that could res
from problem-solving strategies employed in t
completion of single-solution fragments.

Fragments were created by deleting two
four letters from each word. Fragments were c
sen from pre-experimental norming that allow
an average target completion rate of 11.4% wi
range of 0 to 28.6%. No solution (target or alt
native) could be used to complete more than 
fragment. See Appendix A for a complete list 
target stimuli and fragments used for both exp
ments. Another set of items was chosen from
list of filler items for filler trials (see below)
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Filler items were chosen such that no item co
be used to complete any word fragment.

Trial order and item assignment to conditio
were randomly determined. This random ass
ment was repeated for each subject. There
each subject received a different assignmen
items to conditions. Over subjects, items w
equally likely to be tested at all delays. For e
subject, 140 target words were chosen as s
items. Seventy study items were randomly 
signed to the semantic instruction condition, a
the other seventy were assigned to the graph
study condition. Subjects were tested in to
with 160 fragments (including 20 items not stu
ied), all with one of the two test instructions (i
plicit or explicit). All study items (N 5 140)
were tested with fragment completion trials.
addition to those study items, 20 fragments r
resenting the remaining unstudied target ite
were tested. Items were positioned within 
320-trial sequence randomly such that a cer
number of trials intervened between the st
trial and the test trial. Exposure–test lags 
cluded 5, 10, 15, 40, 80, 120, and 240 interv
ing “trials.” A trial could include a single frag
ment test trial, a target item exposure an
vowel counting filler (see below), or two vow
counting filler items. Trials were defined in th
way in order to control temporal and process
intervals of fragment completion and study 
posures, as described below. Each study trial
immediately followed by a vowel counting fille
trial, and several extra pairs of vowel count
trials were spaced throughout the trial seque
Therefore, the study and test trials were emb
ded within a 320-trial sequence with vow
counting trials for filler words that were nev
tested. Subjects continued in a similar form
processing throughout the trial sequence.

In the 320-trial sequence, all of the 140 stu
trials included double stimulus presentations
described above, each study trial was follow
by a filler trial with a new word presentation
Overall then, subjects typically saw 480 ite
during the full sequence. During the sequen
140 old (studied) items were tested in the fr
ment completion task. The average target f
ment completion rate across lags, study co
tions, and subjects on the implicit task was 37
therefore, on average, subjects completed
ld

s
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proximately 52 of the 140 fragments with o
(studied) items. This indicates that only abo
10% of the 480 total items in a full trial se
quence could appear to be repeated to the 
ject (in the form of a completed fragment wi
an item he or she saw before). This low rate
repetition should hide the nature of the expe
ment from the subject.

Procedure. Stimulus presentation and re
sponse collection were controlled by a PC co
puter. Subjects received a sequence of 320 t
trials. One hundred and forty trials were targ
word study trials (70 of each instruction type
160 trials were fragment completion target t
trials, and 20 trials were filler trials with a vow
counting task. For semantic study, subjects s
a “!” signature on either side of the word an
were instructed to rate the word for pleasantn
on a scale of 1 to 7 (1 5 least pleasant, 7 5 most
pleasant). For graphemic study, subjects sa
“#” signature and were asked to count the nu
ber of ascending letters. For vowel counti
filler items, subjects saw a “V” signature. A cu
card mounted on the computer reminded s
jects of the task instruction for each symbol. F
the three trial types, the instruction signature 
peared alone for 710 ms and then the word 
peared with the signature for 2.5 s. If the wo
disappeared before a response was recorded
program waited for a response before display
the next item. Each target word study item w
immediately followed by a vowel counting fille
item in order to keep study and test trial timi
consistent. Therefore, after a response was 
lected for each target study item (with either 
mantic or graphemic study instructions),
vowel counting signature appeared with a fil
word item. The timing of both events combin
was approximately equivalent to the timing f
fragment completion test trials. Likewise, vow
counting filler trials included two items, bot
with vowel counting instructions.

Fragment completion trials were preceded
a fixation square in the center of the screen
425 ms. Then a fragment appeared alone on
screen. Missing letters were replaced with 
underscore. Fragments remained on the sc
for 7 s. If subjects were assigned to the impl
task condition, they were asked to complete 
fragments with the first word they could thin
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of. For the explicit task condition, subjects we
instructed to complete the fragment with a w
they had seen in one of the other tasks. Gues
was not encouraged on the explicit task. S
jects received either implicit or explicit test i
structions. For both tasks, subjects were as
to respond with “xxx” if they could not think o
a solution before the fragment disappear
Subjects were instructed to complete all task
quickly as possible.

Timing estimates. As stated above, in order 
keep the timing of study and test trials consist
all target study items were immediately follow
by a filler item with vowel counting instruction
Therefore, maximum timing for a study-vow
pair was 6.2 s, while maximum timing for fra
ment test trials was 7.4 s. In this way, all tr
types were considered similar for timing estim
purposes, with a study-vowel pair considered
one trial. During piloting, all trial types wer
found to have similar timing. Subjects entered
time off a digital clock every 80 trials to allo
delay estimates. These times were used to d
mine the average retention delay for study–
lags of 5, 10, 15, 40, 80, 120, and 240 trials. Ti
estimates for these lags were 0.95, 1.89, 2
re
rd
ing
b-
-
ed

d.
 as

nt,
d
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e

84,

7.57, 15.10, 22.65, and 45.40 min, respectiv
Time estimates were calculated by determin
time per trial for each subject and then averag
times across subjects. Timing was similar 
subjects with implicit (0.1897 min/trial) and e
plicit (0.1889 min/trial) instructions.

Results and Discussion

Figure 2 displays the average proportion
fragments completed with target items for i
plicit and explicit task instructions. Differe
symbols show data for semantic and graphe
study conditions. Time delays cover a range
approximately 1 to 45 min. Evident in Fig. 2 is
rapid decline in target production up to ab
12–15 min, and then a slower decline up to
min. These data are strikingly similar to forg
ting data reported by McBride and Dosher (19
for stem completion tasks. Subjects respon
with target items on 10.7% of fragments wh
the target had not been studied. This resu
comparable to the 11.4% baseline rate foun
the pilot study. Above baseline target produc
reflects memory for studied items.

A three-way ANOVA was conducted for te
type, study type, and lag variables. Main effe
 as a
FIG 2. Proportion correct data from Experiment 1 for implicit and explicit fragment completion tasks
function of test delay. Each line represents a different study/test condition.
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1 R2 is the proportion of variance accounted for corrected
for the number of estimated parameters. Uncorrected r2 val-
ues were used in the model comparison tests as appropriate.

2 Test for dropping least-squares model parameters (Wan-
nacott & Wannacott, 1981).

3 The composite power function fits for both experiments
were constrained such that b was estimated for 5 , t , 18
min. This was necessary due to floor values in certain condi-
tions.

4 The Monte Carlo method generated new hypothetical
sets of data by resampling from a normal distribution with
m 5 observed average target production rate and standard
deviation estimated by the standard error estimated for each
average. Twenty sets of resampled values were fit by the for-
getting functions, and the variability in the estimated param-
eters provided an estimate of the variance in the parameter
values. See McBride and Dosher (1999) for a discussion.
of study type,F(1,37) 5 41.32,p , .001, and
lag, F(6,222) 5 61.17,p , .001, were found
Semantic study (M 5 .439) yielded higher tar
get production than graphemic study (M 5
.330), and target production declined as lag
creased (see Fig. 2). In addition, a study type
lag interaction was found,F(6,222) 5 2.31,p ,
.05, indicating a difference in the levels of p
cessing effect for different study–test delays.
other effects were found to be significant, allps
. .140.

Forgetting fits. As in our previous studie
comparing forgetting on implicit and explic
tasks (see McBride & Dosher, 1997, 199
power functions were fit to the data in order
estimate rates of decline and characterize
form of forgetting. A comparison of functio
rates (estimated by model fits) is the appropr
test for evaluating forgetting as suggested
Loftus (1985). Using weighted least-squa
methods, data were first fit by a single proc
power function of the form

P(t) = lt–b

where P(t) is the probability of producing a ta
get at time t, l is the initial level of encoding
and b is the rate of decline. A full model, whe
each curve is fit separately, with four ls and four
bs (one l and one b for each condition), fit the
data reasonably well with an R2 of .87.1 Con-
straining the model to a common forgetting r
b (five parameters, four ls, and a single b for all
conditions), however, did not significantly r
duce the goodness of fit (R2 5 .89), F(3,20) 5
2.59,p . .05.2 If the rate of forgetting differe
substantially for the various conditions, assu
ing a single forgetting rate should have sign
cantly reduced the quality of the fit. That it d
not indicates that forgetting was similar for 
conditions, including implicit and explicit tas
types.

The fits to the single process power functi
however, were not as good as fits to a compo
form of the function, as was also shown in p
vious studies (McBride & Dosher, 1997, 199
The rapid decline in performance during sh
delays and the slow decline for longer del
are not easily captured by a single process f
tion. A composite form captures both the ea
n-
by

-
o

),
o
he

te
by
s
ss

te

-

rapid decline as well as the slower decline e
hibited for longer delays. This function is of th
form

P(t) = max[lt–b, g],

where b describes the early portion of declin
(up to approximately 16 min), while the declin
in the later portion (approximately 16 to 45 mi
is so shallow that it can be estimated by a c
stant value,g. A slow rate of forgetting over
hours or days is approximated by the constang
over the longer retention delays of this stud
(See McBride & Dosher, 1997, for a detaile
discussion.)

A full 12-parameter composite model fit th
data quite well,R2 5 .96.3 A nine-parameter
model (with one b for all conditions) did not
significantly reduce the goodness of fit to t
data,R2 5 .96,F(3,16) 5 0.84,p . .05. This re-
sult indicates that for this range of retention d
lays (1 to 45 min), implicit and explicit memor
do not show substantial differences in forg
ting. The parameter estimates for the nine-
rameter, common forgetting rate model can 
seen in Table 1. In addition, these functions c
be seen graphically in Fig. 3 as lines in the p
els for each condition. Table 1 includes es
mates of the standard deviations of the param
ters of the forgetting model. These standa
deviations were estimated using Monte Ca
methods (see McBride & Dosher, 1999) bas
on the standard errors of the average target 
duction rate at each lag and condition.4 The esti-
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mated 95% confidence interval for the rate
forgetting b (0.274, 0.370) is modest. Th
largest difference in predicted values for bs of
0.294 and 0.385 average 6% at the largest r
vant retention delay of approximately 16 m
which is within the estimated confidence inte
vals for the data points. The estimated stand
deviations for the b parameters in the mode

allow an estimate of the power of certain tests xi-
of
e

ele-
n,
r-
ard
l
 of

the forgetting model, which assist in evaluat
of the fits of this model to our data. For exa
ple, in a test for a difference between two bs (di-
rectly related to the nested F test on the models
one for explicit and one for implicit perform
ance, a power of .90 is associated with a dif
ence in bs of 0.13. In the range of the observ
b for the performance levels in this experime
this b difference would correspond to a ma
TABLE 1

Parameter Estimates for a Nine-Parameter Composite Power Function Fit to the Data from Experiment 1

Condition l SD b SD g SD

Implicit
Semantic 0.672 0.025 0.322 0.022 0.276 0.0
Graphemic 0.531 0.024 — — 0.222 0.01

Explicit
Semantic 0.710 0.028 — — 0.370 0.01
Graphemic 0.516 0.028 — — 0.241 0.01

Note. Standard deviations were estimated by resampling methods.
n on

FIG. 3. Experiment 1 data plotted with fitted curves from the 1 b (1 b for all conditions) composite power

function. Each study and task condition is shown in a separate panel. Standard errors of the means are show
representative data points (80-item lag, 15.1-min delay) in each panel.
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mum predicted difference in target product
of 8% at a delay of 16 min, or a predicted diff
ence in target production in the mid-range 
lays for the fast forgetting portion of about 4%

Implicit tasks are not expected to result in
levels of processing difference, and in the ca
where a levels of processing effect is found
has been suggested that explicit contamina
may have been the cause (e.g., Haman
Squire, 1996). In the ANOVA results of Expe
ment 1, an overall study type main effect w
found that was not qualified by a study type
test type interaction. This result contrasts w
results found for stem completion in simi
studies (McBride & Dosher, 1997, 1999); ho
ever, stem completion and fragment comple
tasks may differ in a number of ways. Typica
fragment completion tasks are more difficult 
subjects to perform and result in lower unst
ied baseline completion rates. McBride a
Dosher (1997) reported average reaction ti
of 1.3 to 1.9 s for completion of word stem
while Weldon (1993) reported median react
times of 3.0 to 5.0 s for completion of wo
fragments. In Experiment 1, average reac
times for target production were 2.831 a
2.984 s for implicit and explicit tasks, respe
tively.5 These values are comparable to val
reported by Weldon (1993) for fragment co
pletion. Due to the increased difficulty of fra
ment completion, subjects may be more lik
to engage in explicit retrieval to perform fra
ment completion tasks than they would for st
completion tasks. In the previous stu
McBride and Dosher (1997) distinguished i
plicit and explicit forms of stem completio
with evidence of longer reaction times for t
explicit task than for the implicit task. Unfort
nately, this was not possible in the current st
because reaction times for the fragment com
tion tasks were highly variable. Although we b
lieve that the explicit task instructions invo
substantially more explicit processing than 
plicit instructions, it is nonetheless possible t

the implicit task in Experiment 1 may have be
contaminated by explicit retrieval, which ma

5 Due to large standard errors of the means, these re
should be interpreted with caution.
HER, AND GAGE
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have resulted in more similar forgetting rates
the two types of memory. Therefore, it was i
portant to examine forgetting rates for “proce
pure” estimates of implicit and explicit memor
d to
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conscious and automatic memory processes

EXPERIMENT 2

Experiment 2 applied a process dissociat
procedure to the design of Experiment 1. Inc
sion and exclusion fragment completion tas
were given in place of implicit and explicit in
structions. For the inclusion task, subjects w
instructed to complete fragments with a wo
they had studied, or if they could not think of 
item they studied that fit the fragment, to co
plete the fragment with any word they could. F
the exclusion task, the instructions were to co
plete the fragment with an item that they had 
studied in the experiment (i.e., a new item). F
both tasks, subjects were given the option of 
sponding with XXX if they could not think of an
item that fit the instructions. Subjects again st
ied items under semantic and graphemic instr
tions with study–test lags of 5, 10, 15, 40, 8
120, and 240 items. Through the use of Jacob
(1991) process dissociation procedure, c
scious and automatic memory processes w
estimated for each lag using multinomial proce
tree models, allowing a comparison of forgetti
for the estimates of the two memory processe

Process Dissociation Procedure

Jacoby’s (1991) process dissociation pro
dure has been used to compare conscious an
tomatic forms of memory with a number of m
nipulations. The procedure relies on ta
performance for two different kinds of task i
structions. On an inclusion task, subjects 
asked to complete the task with either a stud
item or an alternate item. In this way, subje
may respond with a studied item through eithe
conscious memory process (C) or an automatic
memory process (A). The second task is called a
exclusion task because subjects are instructe
exclude studied items. Instead, they are aske
respond with an item they did not study. For t

task, subjects can respond with a studied item
only through an automatic process, since they are

sults
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asked to exclude studied items they conscio
recollect. The following equations then can 
scribe inclusion and exclusion task performan

P(target, inclusion) = C + (1 2 C)A
and

P(target, exclusion) = (1 2 C)A

where P(target) is the probability of producing
studied item on each task. From these equat
the probabilities of C and A can be estimated
respectively, by

C = P(target, inclusion) 2 P(target, exclusion)
and

A = P(target, exclusion)/(12 C).

The process dissociation procedure, howe
has been criticized for the assumption that C and
A are independent on any given trial (see Cu
& Hintzman, 1995; 1997; Hintzman & Curra
1997; and for rebuttal see Jacoby, Begg, & T
1997; Jacoby & Shrout, 1997).6 Curran and
Hintzman (1995) have shown that correlatio
between C and A are found in some cases. In a
dition, Jacoby’s (1991) procedure has b
faulted for not including any estimation or co
rection of guessing processes (Buchner, E
felder, & Vaterrodt-Plünnecke, 1995).

Conscious and automatic memory proces
are not directly equivalent to explicit and im
plicit memory. Instead, it is assumed that c
scious/explicit and automatic/implicit are pa
tially overlapping concepts, and they do sh
similar patterns of results (see the General 
cussion for further discussion of this poin
However, several processes most likely c
tribute to performance on implicit and expli
tasks. Therefore, task performance and pro
estimates may not be directly comparable.

Process Tree Models

Multinomial process tree models (Batcheld

& Riefer, 1990, 1999; Riefer & Batchelder
1988) have been used recently as an extens

h

del
al.
so

6 The independence assumption of the process disso
tion procedure between C and A does not necessarily im
separable memory systems. Independence is assumed
trial by trial basis, which could be subsumed by a sing
memory system.
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of Jacoby’s (1991) procedure. For examp
Buchner et al. (1995) estimated latent mem
processes using multinomial models fit to d
from process dissociation tasks in recognitio
In addition, McBride and Dosher (1999) us
multinomial models to estimate forgetting rat
for conscious and automatic memory proces
from stem completion tasks estimated with
process dissociation procedure. They found
difference in forgetting rate for conscious a
automatic memory processes over a range of
lays from 1 to 60 min.

The use of multinomial models allows for es
mation of guessing parameters as well as inte
correction for baseline in some model form
Therefore, two multinomial process tree mod
that have been used in previous research wi
stem completion task (McBride & Dosher, 199
were fit to the response frequency data from 
periment 2. The first model, the non-high-thres
old model, is based directly on Jacoby, Toth, a
Yonelinas’ (1993) equations for stem completio
In this model, conscious (C) and automatic (A)
memory are assumed to be independent. Sep
C and A parameters are estimated for each st
by lag condition. Therefore,C and A memory for
semantic and graphemic study can be compa
and the decline in the estimated levels of c
scious and automatic memory can be measu
over retention delays. The Cand Aparameters are
estimated using all category response frequen
(target item, alternate item, or XXX, no respons
from the inclusion and exclusion tasks. Th
model is shown in Fig. 4. A separate tree rep
sented each study/test condition. For inclus
and exclusion trials,C and A parameters were es
timated in separate trees for semantic, graphe
and unstudied study conditions. The same C and
A parameters were used in both inclusion and
clusion trees. A different model was fit to fr
quency data for each lag. The non-high-thresh
model also estimates the probability of gener
ing an alternate word (W) in the absence of bot
C and A for inclusion and exclusion tasks.

The second model is a high-threshold mo
that is similar to one used by Buchner et 
(1995) for a recognition task. This model al

cia-
ply

 on a

assumes independence between conscious and
automatic forms of memory, but it incorporates
le
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response categories: target, alternate, or no response (xxx).
guessing into all conditions for the two te
types (inclusion and exclusion). C and A are es-
timated for each study instruction by lag con
tion. The high-threshold character of the mo
is shown in the estimation of parameters ba
on responses to unstudied items. Both C and A
are assumed to be absent (0) for unstudied s
uli. Word generation (W) and guessing (G) pa-
rameters accommodate the baseline target 
duction for unstudied items, and the sa
guessing factors operate in other conditions
well. Hence, baseline values are removed f
estimates of C and A. This model is shown i
Fig. 5. Like the non-high-threshold model,
separate tree represents processing for 
study/test condition. However, in the hig

threshold model, no C or A parameters are esti
mated for the unstudied conditions. Instea
st

i-
el
ed

tim-

ro-
e

 as
m

a
ach
-

guessing accounts for the production of tar
items when these items were not studied.

The two models described above were fit
performance data from the fragment complet
tasks (inclusion and exclusion instruction
Both models estimated conscious and autom
memory processes for conditions involving s
mantic and graphemic study instructions and 
seven study–test lags. Power functions w
then fit to these estimates to compare forgett
rates for conscious and automatic memo
processes used in the tasks.

Method

Participants. Fifty-five UC Irvine students
voluntarily participated in Experiment 2 in ex
596 MCBRIDE, DOSHER, AND GAGE

FIG. 4. A multinomial process tree model based on Jacoby et al.’s (1993) process dissociation proce
equations (non-high-threshold model). An additional word generation parameter has been included. Se
trees are included for each task type with the presence or absence of C and A processes leading to one of the three
-
d,
change for course credit. All subjects had pretest
typing speeds of 25 words per minute or higher.
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unstudied conditions.
Twenty-seven subjects received inclusion 
structions, while 28 received exclusion instr
tions. All subjects were native English speak

Materials and design. The same 160-wor
target list used in Experiment 1 was used in 
periment 2. These items and their fragments
listed in Appendix A. Again, all fragments ha
at least three possible solutions. The same li
filler words was used for vowel counting trials

Trial order and item assignment were c
ducted as in Experiment 1. Of the 140 tar

items chosen for study, 70 were randomly a
signed to the semantic study instruction and 
n-
c-
rs.

x-
are
d
t of
.
n-
et

were randomly assigned to the graphemic st
condition. These items were then randomly 
signed (10 of each study type for each lag)
each of the seven study–test “trial” lags (5, 1
15, 40, 80, 120, and 240 trials). As in Expe
ment 1, trials included a target study item a
vowel counting filler pair, two vowel countin
filler items, or a fragment test trial. Study an
test positions were chosen randomly such t
the correct number of trials intervened betwe
the study and test for each studied target ite
FORGETTING IN FRAGMENT COMPLETION 597

FIG. 5. A multinomial process tree model that incorporates guessing for stem completion based on Buchner
et al.’s (1995) model (high-threshold model). Separate trees are shown for each task, including separate trees fo
s-
70
Twenty fragments for unstudied target items
were also placed in the trial sequence. For each
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subject, all test trials were given with either 
clusion or exclusion instructions.

Procedure. In Experiment 2, subjects com
pleted 320 total trials. The trial sequence w
similar to that of Experiment 1. A “!” or a “#
signature preceded each target study trial for
ms to indicate semantic and graphemic study
structions, respectively. Then the target word
peared with the signature for 2.5 s. The exp
ment continued when a response was reco
(1–7 rating for pleasantness or number of vow
in the word). Each target item was succeede
a vowel counting filler item to keep study a
test trial timing consistent, as in Experiment 1

Subjects assigned to the inclusion condit
were instructed to look at each fragment 
first try to determine if a previously presen
item could complete the fragment. If they 
membered an item, they were to type in the
tire word. If they could not remember an ite
that fit the fragment, subjects were to type in
first word they could think of that completed t

fragment or “xxx” if they could not solve the
fragment with any word. For exclusion instruc

a function of test delay. Each line represents a differ
ER, AND GAGE

-
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10
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d
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d

d
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n-

e
e

tions, subjects were asked to look at each f
ment and attempt to solve it with an item th
had not seen before in the experiment. A s
egy was suggested, to first attempt to remem
an old item that solved the fragment and the
discard that item and think of another soluti
If they could not think of an unstudied solutio
subjects were instructed to respond with “xx
These instructions are similar to instructio
used by Jacoby et al. (1993) in their process
sociation procedure study of stem completio

Timing estimates. Timing estimates were co
ducted as in Experiment 1 to determ
study–test time delays. Time lags for Expe
ment 2 were 0.95, 1.90, 2.84, 7.58, 15.17, 22
and 45.50 min. Timing was similar for subje
with inclusion (0.1889 min/trial) and exclusio
(0.1903 min/trial) instructions.

Results and Discussion

Target production data for each lag a
study/test condition can be seen in Fig. 6. Fig
-
6 shows performance over time, but the change
in performance should not be interpreted as for-

 as
FIG. 6. Proportion correct data from Experiment 2 for inclusion and exclusion fragment completion tasks

ent study/test condition.
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*p , .005.
getting due to the nature of the inclusion and
clusion tasks. These data were analyzed b
ANOVA of retention lag, study type, and te
type. Main effects of test type,F(1,53) 5
144.92,p , .001, and lag,F(6,318) 5 29.10,
p , .001, were found. The effect of test type 
dicates higher target production for inclus
trials than for exclusion trials, while the effect
lag indicates that overall performance tende
decline as study–test delay increased. A sig
cant interaction of test and lag was also fou
F(6,318) 5 24.80,p , .001, indicating that tar
get production differed for inclusion and exc
sion trials based on lag.

No main effect of study type was foun
F(1,53) 5 2.35,p . .05, but study type did in
teract with test type,F(1,53) 5 113.31,p ,
.001, indicating that differences in target p
duction for semantic and graphemic study 
pended on the test instruction given. No inter
tion of study type and lag was found,F(6,318)
5 1.11, p . .05. A three-way interaction o
study type, test type, and lag, however, was 
dent,F(6,318) 5 3.40,p , .005.

Model fits. Response frequency data for 
three response categories were fit by the 
multinomial process tree models describ

above. Response frequencies for all conditio

als
n a

d)

for
n

7 The data were fit one lag at a time because of size c
straints in the multinomial estimation program of Hu (1991
The same unstudied trial data were included in the fits
every lag. We used this program rather than a standard m
imization package because it provides confidence inter
and statistical testing functions.
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are given in Appendix B. A separate multin
mial model was fit for each lag.7 The non-high-
threshold (Jacoby-based) model estimated c
scious (C) and automatic (A) memory
parameters for semantic (Cs and As) and
graphemic (Cg and Ag) study items and for un
studied items (Cu and Au), as well as word pro-
duction parameters for inclusion and exclusi
tasks (Wi and We). Parameter estimates can 
seen in Table 2 for this model. Data points a
shown in Fig. 7. Predicted frequencies of t
model are listed in Appendix C. The average 
timate of conscious memory for unstudie
items,Cu, was .021, while the estimate of aut
matic familiarity for unstudied items was .11
Therefore, the baseline is estimated to reflect
most entirely automatic familiarity. These es
mates of conscious and automatic memory 
lowing semantic and graphemic study a
consistent with standard claims about the effe
of levels of processing. Estimated values of Cs

exceed those of Cg at all lags. Estimated value
of As are actually lower than those of Ag for all
lags. The power for each of the multinom
model fits was estimated at higher than .99 in
cases (for a 5 .05). Effect sizes ranged from
0.04 to 0.08. Sample 95% confidence interv
around the estimates are shown as twigs o
few representative data points in Fig. 7.

The high-threshold (guessing-elaborate
model estimated Cs, Cg, As, Ag, Wi, and We pa-
rameters, as well as guessing probabilities 
each task type (Gi and Ge). These estimates ca

on-
).
 at
in-
FORGETTING IN FRAGMENT COMPLETION 599

TABLE 2

Parameter Estimates from the Non-high-Threshold Multinomial Model for Experiment 2

Lag Cs Cg As Ag Wi We G2(4)

5 .578 .196 .254 .364 .644 .718 8.72
10 .468 .188 .221 .325 .642 .699 12.67
15 .452 .124 .202 .299 .643 .720 6.84
40 .270 .121 .132 .203 .643 .709 6.86
80 .145 .001 .155 .232 .623 .702 7.02

120 .182 .001 .153 .258 .663 .709 15.13
240 .145 .001 .125 .238 .635 .722 4.24

Note. Cu 5 0.021; Au 5 0.111.
be seen in Table 3 for the high-threshold model.
These values are shown as data points in Fig. 8.

val



 and
ls
ith
tes

 the
single b composite power function. Ninety-five percent confidence intervals (as calculated by the Hu, 1991, pro-
gram) are shown on representative points (80-item lag, 15.2-min delay) in each panel.
Predicted frequencies of the model are listed
Appendix C. This model incorporates basel
levels into guessing and word generation par
eters. Hence, estimates of conscious and a
matic processing incorporate a correction 
baseline. As in the low-threshold model,C .
s

*p , .005.
 in
ine
am-
uto-
for

Both models appear to fit the data well. All G2

values (analogous to x2 for the model fit) are
low and can be seen for each lag in Tables 2
3. As described above,C estimates show a leve
of processing effect for conscious memory, w
semantic study resulting in higher estima
600 MCBRIDE, DOSHER, AND GAGE

FIG. 7. Model estimates of the non-high-threshold model for C and A for Experiment 2. For clarity, esti-
mates for each study/test condition are displayed in a separate panel. Lines overlaid represent fitted values of
e

*
*

*

Cg at all lags and As , Ag at all lags. than graphemic study. Unlike Experiment 1, th

TABLE 3

Parameter Estimates from the High-Threshold Multinomial Model for Experiment 2

Lag Cs Cg As Ag Wi We Gi Ge G2(2)

5 .567 .184 .158 .282 .690 .742 .188 .144 11.12
10 .453 .171 .122 .238 .689 .726 .189 .147 15.26
15 .439 .109 .101 .208 .690 .746 .188 .144 8.43
40 .252 .103 .024 .102 .690 .738 .188 .146 7.84
80 .134 .001 .046 .129 .670 .735 .186 .154 8.14

120 .174 .001 .043 .158 .704 .740 .175 .154 16.15
210 .133 .001 .013 .135 .681 .752 .185 .150 4.78
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A estimates did not show a semantic study 
vantage. Instead, the A estimates are greater fo
the graphemic study condition. These results
consistent in both the non-high- and hig
threshold models.

A third multinomial model was also fit to
data for Experiment 2, as a comparison to 
two independence models described abo
This model is based on a generate-source v
of fragment generation and does not assu
independence between these two proces
This model estimated the two processes of g
erating a target (G) and matching the source fo
that target as studied (S), which are assumed t
be comparable to a certain degree to the A and
C processes in the previous two models (
Appendix D and McBride & Dosher (1999) fo
a more thorough discussion of the sou

on representative points (80-item lag, 15.2-min dela
model). The source model generally fit the da
as well as the independence models. A comp
d-

re
-

e
e.

ew
e

es.
n-

ee

e

ison of G2 values showed that the source mod
fit was slightly better than the fit of the high
threshold model. Therefore, the quality of t
fit does not depend on an assumption of in
pendence between conscious and autom
memory processes. However, this model co
parison is not meant to indicate that the G2

value is the preferable method of model d
tinction, and it should not be interpreted as
validation of the non-high-threshold model d
scribed above. Predicted frequencies from 
source model are listed in Appendix C. A fu
discussion of the source model is given 
Appendix D.

Forgetting fits. As in Experiment 1, data wer
fit with power functions to estimate rates of fo
getting for conscious and automatic memo
components. However, for Experiment 2, t

) in each panel.
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FIG. 8. Model estimates of the high-threshold model for C and A for Experiment 2. Estimates for each
study/test condition are shown in a separate panel. Lines overlaid represent fitted values of the single b compos-
ite power function. Ninety-five percent confidence intervals (as calculated by the Hu, 1991, program) are shown
ta
ar-
power functions were fit to C and A estimates
from the multinomial models.
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Note. Standard deviations were estimated by resampling methods.
As in Experiment 1, single process pow
function models were considered, but they w
rejected in favor of the composite power fun
tion. Composite power function fits were co
ducted in order to capture both the fast and
slow declining portions of the data. For the no
high-threshold model, a full 12-parameter fun
tion (separate l, b, and g for each condition) fit
the data quite well with an R2 5 .94. A con-
strained 9-parameter function (one b for all con-
ditions) fit the data nearly as well,R2 5 .92,
F(3,16) 5 3.16,p . .05. This indicates simila
rates of forgetting for both conscious and au
matic forms of memory. The high-thresho
model estimates showed similar results. A 
parameter fit (R2 5 .93) was statistically equiva
lent to a 9-parameter fit (R2 5 .93), F(3,16) 5
1.18,p . .05. The estimates for the 9-parame
fits for the non-high- and high-threshold mu
nomial models are given in Tables 4 and 5,
spectively. In addition, the composite pow

functions with estimated l, b, and g parameters he

Note. Standard deviations were estimated by resamplin
er
re
c-
n-
the
n-
c-

to-
ld
2-

-

ter
i-
re-
er

model estimates of C and A indicated from the
non-high- and high-threshold models, respe
tively.

Tables 4 and 5 also include standard deviat
estimates for the fitted parameters of the forg
ting model. These standard deviations were d
rived by Monte Carlo resampling based on t
variance estimates provided by the MBT pr
gram (Hu, 1991). For the Jacoby-based no
high threshold model, the confidence interval f
the forgetting rate parameterb (0.329– 0.425) is
relatively narrow. These values are best view
within the context of their impact on predicte
values. At the longest applicablet of the fast for-
getting portion (which generates the largest d
ference), the predicted values usingb 5 0.329
andb 5 0.425 differ by an average of 4%, we
within the size of the 95% confidence interva
on the values ofC andA. For the high-threshold
model, the 95% confidence interval onb
(0.370–0.521) is somewhat larger; however, t
average impact of this confidence interval on t
602 MCBRIDE, DOSHER, AND GAGE

TABLE 4

Parameter Estimates for a Nine-Parameter Composite Power Function Fit to the Non-high-Threshold Model Data f
Experiment 2

Condition l SD b SD g SD

Conscious
Semantic 0.574 0.021 0.376 0.023 0.194 0.011
Graphemic 0.175 0.025 — — 0.059 0.007

Automatic
Semantic 0.274 0.020 — — 0.141 0.010
Graphemic 0.410 0.015 — — 0.224 0.012
are shown graphically in Figs. 7 and 8 withpredicted values is still only 4%. Again, this is

TABLE 5

Parameter Estimates for a Nine-Parameter Composite Power Function Fit to the High-Threshold Model Data from
Experiment 2

Condition l SD b SD g SD

Conscious
Semantic 0.587 0.034 0.446 0.036 0.162 0.012
Graphemic 0.174 0.025 — — 0.048 0.008

Automatic
Semantic 0.140 0.008 — — 0.039 0.007
Graphemic 0.300 0.023 — — 0.132 0.008
g methods.
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fragment completion tasks were consistent with
results reported by McBride and Dosher (1997,

8 These apparent differences in the point of transition be-
tween the fast forgetting to slow forgetting regions were not
evident in previous studies estimating forgetting for con-
scious and automatic memory in word-stem completion
(McBride & Dosher, 1997, 1999). In those studies, the
FORGETTING IN FRA

well within the confidence intervals onC or A.
As described for Experiment 1, the estima
standard deviations for theb parameters in the
model allow an estimate of the power of certa
tests of the forgetting model, which assist
evaluation of the fits of this model to our dat
For the non-high-threshold model, the test fo
difference between twobs (directly related to
the nestedF test on the models), one for co
scious and one for automatic processes a po
of .90 is associated with a difference inbs of
0.13. In the range of the observedb for the per-
formance levels in this experiment, thisb differ-
ence would correspond to a maximum predic
difference in target production of about 6% a
delay of 16 min, or a predicted difference in ta
get production in the mid-range delays for t
fast forgetting portion of about 3%. In the equi
alent test for the high-threshold model a pow
of .90 is associated with a difference inbs of
0.15. Theb difference for the high-threshol
model would correspond to a maximum pr
dicted difference in target production of abo
4% at a delay of 16 min, or a predicted diffe
ence in target production in the midrange dela
for the fast forgetting portion of about 2–3%.

Although the estimated forgetting rates 
the four conditions do not differ significantl
the transition points between the fast- and sl
forgetting portions of the performance functio
do differ somewhat over conditions. This is p
marily due to the difference in initial values (l)
for the four conditions in relation to the levels
the slow-forgetting portion (g). The semantic
*p , .005.
MENT COMPLETION 603
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tively high initial value l in relation to g, and,
therefore, performance takes longer to rea
that level than in other conditions where the i
tial value is very low. However, equal rates 
the complex power function for forgetting a
the model-appropriate equivalent to tests dev
oped for exponential forgetting (Loftus, 19858

This point will be elaborated further below.
The source model fits showed similar resu

(see Appendix D for details), indicating that th
conclusions do not depend on an assumptio
independence between C and A. A 4 b compos-
ite power function fit the source model estima
well. The quality of the fit was not reduced by
power function with two b parameters (one b
for the Ss process and one b for the other three
processes). The only difference between 
source model and the independence models
scribed above was evidence of a slower rate
decline for the Ss process. Estimated paramete
of the source model appear in Table 6. Tabl
contains forgetting model parameters for th
model.

These results are indicative of quite simi
rates of forgetting for estimates of conscio
and automatic memory from the multinomi
models tested. The results of Experiment 2 
.

*

conscious condition, for example, has a rela-points of transition were relatively similar in all conditions

TABLE 6

Parameter Estimates from the Source Multinomial Model for Experiment 2

Lag Ss Sg Gs Gg Gu S8 Wi We G2(4)

5 .844 .401 .685 .489 .119 .000a .644 .718 9.82
10 .799 .415 .585 .452 .119 .000a .642 .699 13.77
15 .803 .231 .562 .385 .122 .050 .643 .728 7.85
40 .736 .404 .366 .300 .125 .010 .643 .727 7.63
80 .519 .001 .277 .233 .129 .148 .623 .730 7.24

120 .591 .001 .307 .258 .130 .158 .663 .737 15.14
210 .574 .001 .252 .238 .130 .163 .635 .750 4.17

aEstimated at 0.0001.
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1999) for stem completion tasks. No substan
difference in rate or form of forgetting is evide
for conscious and automatic forms of memor
TABLE 7

Parameter Estimates for a 10-Parameter Composite Power Function Fit to the Source Model Data from Experim

Condition l SD b SD g SD

Source
Semantic 0.856 0.016 0.108 0.009 0.626 0.01
Graphemic 0.434 0.039 0.303 0.018 0.181 0.01

Generate target
Semantic 0.693 0.024 0.303 0.018 0.289 0.01
Graphemic 0.518 0.016 0.303 0.018 0.243 0.01

Note. Standard deviations were estimated by resampling methods.
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GENERAL DISCUSSION

Levels of Processing

A levels of processing effect was found in E
periment 1. For both implicit and explicit frag
ment completion, semantic study resulted 
higher performance than graphemic study. T
result, although contrary to claims that implic
memory tasks are not affected by levels of pr
essing manipulations, is not unusual. Past s
ies (Brown & Mitchell, 1994; Challis & Brod
beck, 1992) have shown that although levels
processing effects are not always found to
significant for implicit tasks, they are often pre
ent nonetheless. This result has been found
both stem and fragment completion tasks,
well as for other common implicit memor
tasks. The results in the current study for Exp
iment 1 are consistent with these findings. In
attempt to explain levels of processing effects
implicit tasks, some researchers have arg
that these results may be due to explicit retrie
occurring during the implicit tasks. Therefore,
is important to also examine “process pure” e
mates of memory, rather than to base con
sions about the different types of memory sol
on task performance.

To date, few studies have examined fragm
completion performance using the process 
sociation procedure (see Russo, Cullis,
Parkin, 1998, for one study). Use of the proc
dissociation procedure required use of multip
solution fragments, which may have chang
ial
t
.
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the nature of the task slightly. In addition, acc
rate measure of forgetting required a proced
that differed from most past studies of fragme
completion. In order to measure performance
several retention intervals, a continuous trial s
quence was used with study and test trials e
bedded within filler item trials. This procedur
deviates from the usual study/test portion proc
dure used by many researchers. However,
procedure was used in our past stud
(McBride & Dosher, 1997, 1999) examinin
stem completion tasks where results were c
sistent with previous findings with these task
Overall, the fragment completion results in th
current study are consistent with findings fro
past studies using the current continuous tr
procedure and studies using the more comm
study/test portion procedure.

Comparison of Forgetting

Experiment 1 evaluated forgetting for explic
and implicit versions of a fragment completio
task. Experiment 2 compared forgetting rat
for conscious and automatic memory estima
in fragment completion tasks using the proce
dissociation procedure (Jacoby, 1991) a
multinomial models of the tasks (Batchelder 
Riefer, 1990, 1999; Riefer & Batchelder, 1988
For target production measures of forgetting
Experiment 1 and for latent memory process 
timates in Experiment 2, the form of forgettin
included an initial period of rapid decline for re
tention intervals less than 5–18 min, and slow
forgetting for longer retention intervals. Thi
form of forgetting is consistent with past result
In the current study, the best fit function was
composite power function where performance
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short retention intervals was characterized b
rapid rate of forgetting and performance 
longer delays was characterized by a m
slower rate of decay (fit by a constant value
the present experiments). This two-rate form
forgetting was also found for memory perfor
ance from stem completion tasks (McBride
Dosher, 1997) and for conscious and autom
memory estimates from stem completion ta
(McBride & Dosher, 1999). This form of forge
ting was also reported by Sloman et al. (19
for fragment completion performance. The d
of Sloman et al. are shown in Fig. 1 and also 
play a rapid decline in performance followed
a much slower decline for longer delays. T
form of forgetting seen in the current expe
ments is similar to that seen in past research

These results do not depend on the assu
tion of independence that characterizes both
non-high- and high-threshold models. A sou
model that assumes dependence between m
ory processes fit the Experiment 2 data as 
as the independence models. Further, the fo
ting fit results for the source model were sim
to results for the other two models and do no
dicate substantial forgetting differences betw
the memory processes estimated. The so
model only differed from the other models 
displaying greater variance in the parameter
timates from the multinomial model fits and 
dicating a slower rate of decline for the sou
match process under graphemic study. See
pendix D for more information about the sou
model and its fits. A comparison of the predic
frequency values for each model (see Appen
C) shows that values differed by an averag
0.02 across models, indicating that the mod
are fitting the data in a very similar manner.

Composite power function fits to the targ
production data of Experiment 1 showed simi
rates of forgetting for implicit and explicit tas
instructions over the range of retention dela
from 1 to 45 min. Composite power function fi
to estimates from the two models (both non-hig
threshold and high-threshold models) a
showed similar rates of forgetting for conscio
and automatic memory processes over the s
delays. The results of both experiments w
consistent with results of similar rates of forg
ting for implicit and explicit stem completio
 a
t
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(McBride & Dosher, 1997) and for conscious a
automatic memory tested by stem complet
tasks (McBride & Dosher, 1999) over a simil
range of delays. The current results are not s
portive of claims that implicit memory as teste
by fragment completion tasks has a substanti
slower rate of forgetting than explicit memory.

Due to claims that implicit and explicit mem
ory tasks may in some cases involve an over
ping of the two kinds of memory process
(Hamann & Squire, 1996), it was important 
compare implicit/explicit dissociations wit
“process pure” estimates of each memory ty
In Experiment 1, ANOVA results indicated th
presence of levels of processing effects for b
implicit and explicit memory tasks. As indicate
above, implicit tasks are believed to be inse
tive to differences in level of processing, a
when they do show these effects, researc
have claimed the effects are due to contam
tion of the task by explicit retrieval. Therefor
the similarity of forgetting rates found in Expe
ment 1 may have been due to this type of c
tamination. The results of Experiment 2, ho
ever, do not support this explanation of t
results. Experiment 2 examined “process pu
estimates of conscious and automatic mem
and results consistent with Experiment 1 w
found: No forgetting rate differences were o
served when estimates of conscious and a
matic memory were compared. In addition,
levels of processing effect was found for A esti-
mates from either multinomial model. In fa
the A estimates for the graphemic study con
tion appear to be higher than the A estimates for
the semantic condition. This result is simi
to findings by Russo et al. (1998). They fou
higher A estimates in a process dissociat
procedure with fragment completion aft
graphemic study than after semantic study. 
levels of processing results from Experimen
are consistent with the majority of the findings
this area and are supportive of theoretical id
regarding implicit memory as indicated above

Results from the present study relate to re
tion delays of 45 min or less and, therefore,
not measure forgetting rates over longer re
tion intervals (e.g., days, weeks). In fact, p
formance in most conditions was still abo
baseline levels, and it is not clear from the c
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studies have shown this claim to be unsupported
606 MCBRIDE, DOS

rent study the rate at which forgetting wou
occur during longer retention intervals. Differe
forms of forgetting in explicit and implicit mem
ory performance have been reported by 
searchers using a word fragment completion t
for intervals up to 2 weeks (e.g., Snodgrass
Surprenant, 1989). These studies compared 
formance on a fragment completion task to p
formance on recognition memory tasks. The
tasks, however, differ in their demands and th
may not provide as clean a measure for the c
parison of implicit and explicit forgetting rates 
the fragment completion and fragment cued 
call tasks incorporated in the present study.

Further study of longer delays may prove u
ful. However, we feel that such studies face s
cial challenges. For example, Experiment
measured fragment completion from levels n
the top of the range at 75% (lag 5, seman
study) to an average of about 25%, where ba
line (unstudied) is 11%. This represents 78%
the total possible range of forgetting. Evaluat
forgetting rates over the remaining 14% to ba
line presents statistical challenges as well
stimulus selection issues. Nonetheless, fut
studies may extend the current results to lon
forgetting intervals.

The model fitting technique applied in th
current study is analogous to the technique p
posed by Loftus (1985) for exponential fun
tions. Power functions that directly estimate 
forgetting rates were compared in the curr
experiments. This technique does not require
rely upon a statistical interaction effect betwe
delay time and type of task. For each full mo
(444), separate dual-process power functi
were fit to the performance data for each con
tion. A separate forgetting rate (b) was esti-
mated for each of the four conditions in the e
periments. The nested models that held e
condition to a single b (414 model) were com
pared to the appropriate full model to determ
if the nested model fit the data equally (stati
cally) well. Using this method, the full function
were compared, rather than performance at v
ous delays. Therefore, the model fitting tec
nique described above is not affected by iss
of contamination from differing initial levels o

performance (Loftus, 1985).
ER, AND GAGE
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Explicit/Implicit Memory and
Conscious/Automatic Processes

It has been argued that conscious and a
matic memory processes are not comple
equivalent to explicit and implicit memo
processes (Graf & Komatsu, 1994; Richards
Klavehn & Gardiner, 1995). More specifically
distinction has been proposed between c
scious memory and explicit attempts of retriev
However, in past studies (Jacoby et al., 19
Toth et al., 1994) it has been shown that c
scious and automatic estimates of memory 
vide patterns of results that closely follow p
terns found for explicit and implicit memory. F
example, study manipulations such as sem
tic/graphemic or read/generate produce the s
dissociations for explicit/implicit task perform
ance and conscious/automatic estimates. In a
tion, our past studies have shown strong s
larities in forgetting for explicit/implicit per
formance and conscious/automatic estimate
one study (McBride & Dosher, 1997), explic
and implicit memory measured by stem comp
tion performance showed dual process forget
with a single rate of decline. A second stu
(McBride & Dosher, 1999) showed this sam
dual process forgetting with one forgetting r
for conscious and automatic memory proces
estimated from stem completion performan
These results show that the relationship betw
conscious and automatic memory and exp
and implicit memory must be strong.

Experiment 1 directly compared implicit a
explicit memory for fragment completion. N
forgetting rate differences were found for the
tasks. Experiment 2 compared conscious and
tomatic memory estimates from the same ta
and found similar results. Therefore, in as m
as the two dimensions of memory are rela
these results are inconsistent with past claim
garding forgetting rates for implicit and explic
memory. Specifically, Schacter (1987) h
claimed that when compared with explicit me
ory (often based on recognition performanc
implicit memory as measured by stem comp
tion tasks had a faster rate of forgetting. P
for study–test delays up to 90 min (McBride &
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memory depend on the task used to measure
FORGETTING IN FRA

Dosher, 1997, 1999). Schacter (1987) a
claimed that implicit memory engaged dur
fragment completion tasks had a slower rat
forgetting than explicit memory. As with the d
ference claimed for stem completion, the res
of the current study are inconsistent with forg
ting rate differences for implicit and explic
memory based on fragment completion perfo
ance. In particular, Experiment 1 showed sim
forgetting rates for implicit and explicit memo
while Experiment 2 showed that forgetting ra
are similar for estimates of conscious and a
matic memory for retention delays up to 45 m
This result was not model-dependent: Both 
non-high-threshold (Jacoby-based) model 
the high-threshold (guessing-elaborated) mo
estimates showed similar rates of decline foC
and A.

Implications for Systems View

These results can be interpreted with reg
to the memory systems view as providing s
port for a single memory system responsible
conscious and automatic memory or as sup
for separate systems that both have the s
rate of forgetting. In other words, implicit an
explicit memory might be controlled by o
memory system with a single forgetting rate
each might be controlled by a different syst
and both systems may lose information at 
same rate.

Each interpretation is compatible with p
posed models of implicit and explicit memo
For example, according to the MATRIX mod
of memory (Humphreys, Bain, & Pike, 1989
implicit and explicit memory are differentiate
by whether or not a context is available for 
trieval. Items are represented by a single tr
Context is available for explicit retrieval, but n
for implicit retrieval. Since the same trace of 
study episode is accessed for both mem
processes, a single rate of forgetting might 
scribe both types of memory. This model may
compatible with a range of dependence betw
implicit and explicit performance. The contrib
tion of the same trace to both implicit and 
plicit tasks suggests a correlation, but this m
be modified by the broad contributions of me

ory traces from other contexts in implicit tas
MENT COMPLETION 607
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performance. In any event, both full indepen
ence (Jacoby) models and dependence (sou
models of the process dissociation proced
provided satisfactory accounts of the data.

The REM model (Shiffrin & Steyvers, 1997
on the other hand, proposes that implicit and 
plicit memory access different traces of an ite
Explicit memory relies on an episodic trac
while implicit memory relies on a lexical trac
of an item. Forgetting is assumed to refle
changes in the context codes of each trace ov
period of time. Context changes occur for bo
episodic and lexical traces in the same w
which could result in a single rate of decline f
both trace types. This model is consistent w
separable systems for implicit and explic
memory, each with approximately the same r
of forgetting.

Application of quantitative models of mem
ory, such as the MATRIX or REM model, to th
detailed task performance would require furth
work and specification. However, both sing
memory system and dual system explanati
are reasonable and consistent with propo
models of implicit and explicit memory
processes, and with data from these and o
experiments.

Summary

The two experiments in the current expe
ment showed consistent results. For delays u
45 min, no forgetting rate differences are e
dent for explicit and implicit memory or fo
conscious and automatic memory when me
ured by fragment completion task performan
In addition, the form of forgetting in fragmen
completion is consistent with forgetting seen
past studies with similar stem completion tas
(McBride & Dosher, 1997, 1999; Sloman et a
1988). This form displays a rapid decline in pe
formance up to about 15 min, and then a v
slow decline in performance to 90 min delay
These results are not consistent with claims t
implicit and explicit memory decay at differen
rates for delays in this range. The results are 
not consistent with claims that the forgettin
rate differences between implicit and explic
kthese processes.
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Fragment Target solution

- -age adage
ad-i-e admire
a- -ent advent
a-e-t alert

-n-le angle
a- -end ascend

- -ide aside
b-ste- baster
bl-n- blind

-oa-t boast

-ot- -r bother

- rav- brave

-ri-k brink
bu-k- - bucket

-u-ge budge
bu-ge- budget
c-nd- - candle
ca- -on canyon

-a-tl- castle
c-v-r- cavern
ch-r-s charts
ci-i- civil
c- -ss class

-l-v-r clever

-l- -nt client
c-me- - comedy

-o-ch couch

Fragment Target solution

-o-gh dough
e-ti- - entity
e-a-e evade

-xc- -e excite
e-u-e exude

-ab-e fable

-al- -n falcon

-all-w fallow

-a-ter falter

-a-gs fangs

-e-st feast

-ie-d field

-il -er filler
f-a-e flame

-li -g fling
fl- -t flint
fl- -r flour

-low-r flower

-lun- flunk
f-u-e flute

-oca- focal

- -cus focus

-ol-er folder

-on-er fonder

-ra-d fraud
fr-e- fried

-r-it fruit

APPENDIX A

Below is a list of all target stimuli used in Experiments 1 and 2.
-ou-t count

-ov-r cover

-ra-t craft
c-ee- creep

-r-wn crown

-r- -se cruise
de-l- dealt
de-i- debit
d- -ks decks
d-c-y decoy
de-ot- denote
d-si- - desire
d-vi-e divide

-r-st frost

-a-h-r gather

-au-e gauge
g-nt- - gently
go- - -in goblin
g- -gle goggle

-op- -r gopher
g- -ve grave
g-ee- greed

-r-ll grill
gr-p- gripe
g-ou- group

-r-ws grows
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Fragment Target solution

ha-d- - harder
he- - -t height
hi- -er hinder

- -r-r horror

-or-e horse

-umb-e humble
in- -r infer
in-a-e inhale
i-la-d inland
in-en- invent
i-se- - itself
je- -y jerky

- -ck-y jockey

-oi-t joint

-et-l- kettle
l-ne- lanes
l-st- - lastly

-at-h latch
l-a-y leaky

-e-se lease

-e-on lemon

-ev-r lever
l-be- libel
lo-k- - locker
l- -ty lofty
l-r- - lyric

Fragment Target solution

ne- - -r nectar

-o-th north

-liv - olive
o-e- outer
par-o- parlor

-ec- -d pecked

-o-nd pound
p- - -it pulpit

-ur-l- purple
qu-r- - quarts
qu-t- quote

-ant- rants
re-d- reads

-ea-o- reason

-e-el rebel

-in-s rings

-ad-er sadder
s-an- slant
sp- -k spark
s-i-t spilt
sp- -e spite

-p-o- spoon
s-ee- steel

-t-ne stone
st- -k stork
s-r- -e strike

APPENDIX A—Continued

Below is a list of all target stimuli used in Experiments 1 and 2.
-al-c- malice
m- -or manor
ma-k- - marker

-arr-w marrow

-en- -r mentor
m- -ne- moaned

-on- -y monkey

-oos- moose

-ora- moral

-ous- mouse

-ule- mules
m-sse- mussel
na- -l nasal
n-ti- - native

s-u-k stuck

-ab- -t tablet
t-mp- - tamper
t- -l-r teller

-r-mp tramp

-u-or tutor
t-in- twins
u- -er ulcer
v- -or vapor
v-ol- - violet
wa- -u- walnut

-eav- weave
w- -te white

-el-ow yellow
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APPENDIX B

Response frequency data for Experiment 2 are given below.

Condition Targets Alternates No answers

Inclusion
Semantic

5 185 60 25
10 158 71 41
15 152 79 39
40 99 113 58
80 75 117 78

120 83 136 51
240 68 127 75

Graphemic
5 132 96 42

10 122 108 40
15 104 116 50
40 81 131 58
80 59 139 72

120 64 146 60
240 62 142 66

Unstudied 70 290 180

Exclusion

Semantic
5 30 167 83

10 33 161 87
15 31 169 80
40 27 170 83
80 37 163 79

120 35 171 73
240 30 181 69

Graphemic
5 82 147 51

10 74 139 67
15 73 152 54
40 50 161 69
80 69 140 71

120 78 133 69
240 69 146 65

Unstudied 61 365 133
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APPENDIX C

Predicted frequency values from multinomial model fits for each response category are given below.
Model

Condition/lag Non-high High Source

T A X T A X T A X

Inclusion–semantic
5 185 55 30 184 55 31 185 55 30

10 158 72 40 157 72 40 158 72 40
15 152 76 42 151 76 42 152 76 42
40 99 110 61 99 110 61 99 110 61
80 75 122 73 75 122 74 75 122 74

120 83 124 63 83 124 63 83 124 63
240 68 128 74 68 128 74 68 128 74

Exclusion–semantic
5 30 179 71 30 183 67 30 179 71

10 33 173 75 33 176 72 33 173 75
15 31 179 70 31 182 67 31 180 69
40 27 179 74 27 181 72 27 180 73
80 37 170 72 37 171 71 37 171 71

120 35 173 71 35 174 70 35 174 70
240 30 180 70 30 181 69 30 181 69

Inclusion–graphemic
5 132 89 49 132 89 49 132 89 49

10 122 95 53 122 95 53 122 95 53
15 104 107 59 104 107 59 104 107 59

40 81 122 67 81 122 67 81 122 67
80 63 129 78 64 128 77 63 129 78

120 70 133 67 71 132 67 70 133 68
240 64 131 75 66 130 74 64 131 75

Exclusion–graphemic
5 82 142 56 82 143 56 82 142 56

10 74 144 62 74 144 62 74 144 62
15 73 148 58 73 148 58 73 148 58
40 50 163 67 50 163 67 50 163 67
80 65 151 64 64 152 65 65 151 64

120 72 147 61 71 148 61 72 147 61
240 67 154 59 65 155 60 67 154 60

Inclusion–unstudied 70 302 168 70 302 168 64 306 170

Exclusion–unstudied 61 348 150 60 346 153 67 344 148
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APPENDIX D

A generate-source model was fit to the frequency data for Experiment 2. Parameter estimates from this model fit
seen in Table 6. This model estimates a parameter for generating the target (G). If a target is generated, a correct source
match for the target as studied (S) is possible. If the target is not initially generated, an alternate word may instead be ge
ated with probability W. This alternate word will undergo a source evaluation, where it may be incorrectly identified as s
ied (S8). This source model fit the data well. All G2 values for the source model are lower than the G2 values for the high-
threshold model. See Fig. 9 for a pictorial representation of the source model.

As with the other multinomial model estimates, composite power fits were performed. A four l, four b, and four g power
function fit the data rather well with R2 5 .98. A fit with a single b resulted in a significantly worse fit to the data,R2 5 .96,
F(3,16) 5 5.99,p , .05; however, a fit with two rate parameters, one for the Ss parameter and one rate for all other processe
fit the data as well as the four b function,R2 5 .98,F(2,16) 5 0.61,p . .05. A summary of this fit can be seen in Table 7
This result indicates that there is no evidence of significant rate differences for the generate target and source
processes. Instead, it appears that only the source match process for graphemic study declines at a slower rate. Figu
plays the 424 power fit described above along with the data points for each condition. It should also be noted that theSesti-
mates for the source model were more variable than the C estimates for the other two models fit to the data. This variabilit
is due to the conditional nature of the source model. Both the non-high- and high-threshold models are independen
els. Overall, the conclusion for the source model is consistent with conclusions reached for the other models. The o
ference is that the Ss process appears to have a slower rate of decline than the other processes. This difference is likely
the high initial values and low ending values for these estimates.
ini-

FIG. 9. A multinomial process tree model that assumes dependence between generating target (G) and

source match (S) parameters. An appropriate source match (studied/unstudied) is only possible if the target is 
tially generated. Separate trees are shown for each task.
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FIG. 10. Model estimates of the source model for G and S for Experiment 2. Estimates for each study/test
condition are shown in a separate panel. Lines overlaid represent fitted values of the single b composite power
function. Ninety-five percent confidence intervals (as calculated by the Hu, 1991, program) are shown on repre-
sentative points (80-item lag, 15.2-min delay) in each panel.
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